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ABSTRACT
Currently the landscape of software ecosystem modelling methods and languages is like Babel after the fall of the tower: there
are many methods and languages available and interchanging data
between researchers and organizations that actively govern their
ecosystem, is practically impossible. The lack of a universally accepted set of modelling methods is hampering the advancement of
software ecosystems research. Using a literature study and a set of
interviews amongst peers, we aim to establish a set of understandings and requirements for a universally accepted set of software
ecosystem modelling methods. The work is an initial push in a
larger research initiative that has the goal of advancing the maturity of (software) ecosystems modelling. The success of such an
initiative will be found in the availability of common databases,
better interchange formats between researchers, and more capable
software ecosystem modelling tools.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The software ecosystems research appears to be at a high point.
Since the literature study of Manikas and Hanssen [1] the field
seems to have exploded and it is almost impossible to keep up with
all the new research that is coming out in the domain. It is time
for the domain to mature. This is achieved by advancing a number of issues that have not been taken care of yet in the research
agenda of Jansen et al. [2]: software ecosystem management practices, architecting in software ecosystems, the effects on software
development of software ecosystems, and finally software ecosystem modelling, which is the topic of this paper.
The need for advancement in the domain of software ecosystem modelling is observed by many. Barbosa and Alves identify
eight major fields within the software ecosystems domain, and one
of them is software ecosystem modelling [3]. The aforementioned
work of Manikas and Hanssen also identifies software ecosystems
modelling as a strategic theme. We identify at least three important uses of software ecosystems modelling. First, it is the most
important way to gain understanding [4] about software ecosystems: whether these are open source, commercial, hybrid, or simulated ecosystems. Secondly, we believe that analysis is best done
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through modelling [5, 2, 6]. Thirdly, we believe prediction of how
the ecosystem develops pending certain decisions is best done by
formal modelling of software ecosystems [7, 8].
We use the previously established definition of software ecosystems: a set of organizations functioning as a unit and interacting
with a shared market for software and services, together with the
relationships amongst them [2]. When we address software ecosystem modelling, we mean to address the (formal) methods used to
model, analyse, visualise, and simulate software ecosystems. The
visualizations created are typically used for providing insight and
for visual analysis. These techniques are, however, insufficient
when a more in-depth analysis is necessary. As such, we also take
into account further analysis methods, such as statistical analysis
methods that typically borrow heavily from (social) network analysis. Figure 1 displays some examples of successful ecosystem
visualizations. Obviously, there are many modelling and visualization methods available. Despite these advancements, none of them
have tried to make the requirements of software ecosystem modelers explicit. This is surprising, as the community would benefit
from a standardized way of exchanging data, creating models, and
modelling ecosystems.
Currently the landscape of software ecosystem modelling languages is like Babel after the fall of the tower: there are many languages available and interchanging data between researchers and
organizations governing their ecosystems is practically impossible.
The main research question investigated in this paper is: “What are
the needs of researchers for software ecosystems modelling"? In
Section 2, we describe the research method: a literature study and
in-depth interviews with selected software ecosystem researchers
about the current state of ecosystem modelling and the limitations
that current modelling languages have. Using the data from these
interviews, we present that the main reasons for modelling ecosystems are insight, analysis, and comparison in Subsection 3.1. In
Subsection 3.2 we elaborate what is typically modeled: organizations (actors), relationships, and flows. Thirdly, in Subsection 3.3
is illustrated how researchers typically model software ecosystems,
which is mainly through social network models, goal models, and
supply chain models. In Section 4 we outline some of the largest
challenges in ecosystems modelling, such as large data sets, lacking features in modelling tools, and the lack of research in software
ecosystem evolution. We conclude with a set of plans for the future in Section 5: the creation of a research agenda on ecosystem
modelling, the extension of existing tools, and perhaps even a data
sharing infrastructure for software ecosystems data.

2.

RESEARCH METHOD

The research goal has been to explore the domain of software
ecosystem modelling. As this is an exploratory task, two ap-

proaches have been followed: that of (a) literature study and (b)
interviews with experts in the domain of ecosystem modelling
have been conducted.
The study was carried out using a qualitative research approach.
Qualitative research aims to investigate and understand social and
cultural phenomena in the context where they exist. Furthermore,
qualitative research aims to place the studied phenomena in a holistic framework and suggests that social and cultural phenomena are
best investigated by studying people’s actions in and verbalized
thoughts about the social context in which they act [12]. Qualitative research methods are useful when the purpose is to explore
an area of interest, to obtain an overview of a complex area, and
to discover diversities and variety rather than similarities [13]. It
is also preferable to use a qualitative approach when the aim is to
improve the understanding of a phenomenon where little is known.

2.1
(a) van Angeren [9]: Cluster visualization of the Google Apps ecosystem.
The node sizes are representative for the number of apps included in the
app store. Nodes with similar color belong to the same cluster as assigned
by the modularity algorithm.

2.2

(b) Basole [10]: Illustrating convergence within the ICT industry through
clustering.

(c) Burkard [11]: The squares are business apps market places. The circles are business apps, which in many cases are multi-homed, i.e., available in multiple app markets.

Figure 1: Some examples of software ecosystem model visualisations.

Step I: Literature study

Literature studies use a more rigorous and well-defined approach
to reviewing the literature in a specific subject area. Literature
studies are used to answer well-focused questions about scientific
practice. For the research in this paper we explicitly looked for
papers from the study of Manikas and Hanssen that included software ecosystem visualizations. As the interviews progressed we
also were confronted with the opportunity to include more works,
mostly cited by the interviewees, that were inspirational to the interviewees’ publications. We chose to include those publications as
well in our research.

Step II: Interview study

Planning - The first phase of the research elaborated a brainstorming and planning meeting to identify different fields of interest and to plan the study. We aimed at a variety of modelling frameworks, with respect to languages, layout algorithms, visualization
tools, mathematical methods.
Data Collection The study uses a semi-structured interview strategy [13]. The experts were recruited by inviting authors from the
publications found in the literature study. The six (6) interviews
were attended by one interviewee and one interviewer. All interviews varying in length from 30 to 65 minutes, were recorded.
Transcripts of all interviews were made in order to facilitate and
improve the analysis process. The transcripts varied between 3 and
8 pages in size. A trial interview was organized between the authors to finetune the questions. The six interviewees were found
pragmatically and were originally asked because of their contributions to the workshop on software ecosystems. However, as we
received overwhelming positive replies (very few declined) to our
invitations, we stopped after six interviews and did not continue to
approach the list of potential interviewees.
Analysis - The content analysis involved marking and discussing
interesting sections in the transcripts. A topic map has been created of the content and is shown in figure 2. Please note not all
relationships have been mapped out yet, due to time constraints.
Final analysis of all data - The process throughout the three steps
of the study reached what can be described as theoretical saturation.
Apart from one more category, the third step mainly provided more
detail and confirmed previous findings. The artefacts used for the
grounded theory analysis can be requested from the authors. Please
note that the tools were specifically not addressed in this study. At
the time of writing the authors are also involved in exhaustively
studying the tools used for creation of software ecosystem modelling and visualization.

3.

RESULTS
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Figure 2: The topic map for the study. Comments were marked
with these terms, as to further enable analysis of groups of comments surrounding the same topics.

Both the literature study and the interviews have been conducted
with the aim of discovering why visual models of software ecosystems are made, what their objectives are, and how they can potentially be supported with new approaches. In the following paragraphs we discuss the findings of the literature study and the interviews, according to several subquestions. Please find an overview
of the results of the literature study in Table 1.
The researchers agree that there is no good standard language
available yet for software ecosystem researchers. They frequently
compare the models to supply chain modelling and social network
analysis. The consensus is that, although these tools are powerful and supportive of software ecosystem analysis, there still exist
opportunities for improvement.

3.1

I1: “you want to work on more than one ecosystem visualization
at a time, there is limited mean for comparison, rather than visual
inspection or just putting this matrix to each other.”

3.2

Mathematical analysis

Incomplete
data

3. ecosystem comparison - One of the more exotic research
objectives is the comparison of ecosystems [22] through visualization. It is beneficial for the analysis of ecosystem maturity, development, and dynamics, to look at how shapes,
connectivity, and objects in the ecosystem models differ.

Why model ecosystems?

The modelling objectives have been extracted from the publications, but also from the interviews. We find that the following
modelling objectives are most common: providing insight, analysis of static ecosystems, and ecosystem comparison. We address
each of them here.
1. Providing insight - Most researchers cite that a picture in a
densely written paper on ecosystems can effectively provide
an overview of what the ecosystem looks like. The motivations that are most commonly given are those of face validity, easy identification of key players in ecosystems, such as
keystone players, and providing insight into density of relationships.
2. Analysis of static ecosystems - Another use of visualizations is doing actual analysis of the ecosystem. It becomes
possible to identify key relationships (bridgers within the
ecosystem, for instance), relationship density and connectedness within the ecosystem, and player size differences.
Typically, the reader is taken through the same steps as the
researcher, to provide some kind of analytic insight into the
ecosystem. A major part of such research is the identification

What to model?

The models and visualizations of the researchers under study are
varied. We observe simple arrow and box models, supply-chain like
supply models, and most frequently so-called dot-clouds: models
of nodes and edges that typically show actors and relationships between them. The concepts underlying these models can be very
different: for some, the nodes are software companies whereas
with others these are components, open source developers, or even
patents. We observe the following elements in the ecosystem models:
1. Organizations and their types - In most of the papers the
entity around which the model revolves is the organization,
whether it is banks in the mobile payments ecosystem [17],
phone operators in the mobile ecosystem [14], or niche players in any other. An important aspect is that many modellers
take the organization type into account, by varying in node
shape, size, and color.
2. Relationships - An essential entity to even make an ecosystem is the relationship. In most of the encountered works relationships are a fundamental part of the model. I1:: “I was
looking at business ties between companies.” Relationships
can be component dependencies, trade relationships, and collaborations. Relationships can vary in thickness, to indicate
tightness, or in shape, to indicate relationship type. One of
the most essential points made in the interviews about relationships is that they are rich and typically concerned with
the technical and business perspective. I2: “I would like
to capture the technical relationships like API dependencies,
but also non-technical interactions, like cash flows.”
3. Flows - An entity that does not receive enough attention are
flows across relationships. Questions about f.i. the amounts
of code that flow from one open source project to another,
the amounts of money flowing from a software reseller to its
platform provider, and the coupling tightness between two
software libraries are insufficiently studied. I2: “We build
on top of social networks because they are inherently good
at flows, like knowledge flows and dependencies.”
The models and visualizations of those models under study are
not good at providing insight into other factors. The interviewees
mention explicitly software architecture, substitutability, and the
multiplicity of relationships. I1: “if your scope pertains the more
platform architecture related stuff, ... it is very difficult to do with
social network analysis.” Secondly, the models are also criticized
for not dealing well with dynamic and evolutionary aspects of
ecosystems. I3: “It’s about scale, about distributed control. If you
want the concept of evolution in it, you need an analogy to species,
whether that is software, relationships.”

3.3

How to model?

Authors state in the interviews that the modelling objective is
perhaps the most important in determining the modelling method,
the elements that will be modeled, and the data that will be used for
modelling. I4: “It all depends on what you need.”. Furthermore,
I1 states that “most of the time people simply pick a definition of
software ecosystems that suits their needs, and work from there.”
The following methods are proposed most often and also observed
in the literature:
1. Social networking models - Currently, social networks
are seen as a fitting overlay for software ecosystems.
These people networks closely resemble the relationships,
flows, and organisational entities of software ecosystems.
However, these models are considered inadequate for
modelling complex flows, extremely large networks, and
software architecture. I2: identified that “Social networking
tools, though highly capable, are insufficiently capable at
handling substitutability.” SECO researchers will want to
know, for instance, whether a certain software component
is irreplaceable in a specific ecosystem, as that gives the
provider of that component an essential role in the ecosystem
and a competitive advantage, because it enables the provider
to extract value from the ecosystem. Another problem with
social network graphs is that they insufficiently capture value
flows and relationship multiplicity between participants.
I4: “It is also really hard to model both competition and
collaboration in a software ecosystem using social network
analysis.”
2. Goal modelling languages like i* - Yu’s i* has been applied
in software ecosystems [24] by some, although there are few
works illustrating this well. Goal modelling is mentioned explicitly because it is capable of expressing the goals of organizations within an ecosystem, effectively combining competition and collaboration, for instance. The interviewees
recommend that i* is somehow simplified to accommodate
both the scale and complexity of software ecosystems.
3. Supply chain networks - With the techniques of Jansen et
al. [25] surrounding software supply chains, researchers have
been successful at conceptual modelling of ecosystems. The
technique, however, has been insufficiently adopted for the
modelling of larger complex ecosystems, based on quantitative work. This could be caused by a lack in tooling or
formalisation. The interviewees are generally positive about
such models. I5: “I like supply chain model not only from
code level, but also from an organizational perspective because it gives a really nice structure for [looking at] upstream versus down-stream.” I6: “If these were organizations in a supply chain there might be another graph that
represents the trust between organizations, so there are technical relationships and business types relationships, such as
trust and reliability.”
The techniques presented here provide an interesting dilemma
for any software ecosystem researcher. It is obvious that most researchers choose to implement a method that best fits their requirements and almost always need to customize the method at hand.
An extra note that must be made is the role of formalisation. When
a method is used for automated reasoning or data analysis, authors
generally choose for some kind of formalisation. I4: “I am currently dealing with a complex problem that simply requires formalization.”

As mentioned by Eriksson et al. [26], combining language and
mathematics would be more efficient and meaningful. One interviewee mentioned “I suspect the mathematical methods or interpretations are very abstract." Another said “I’m not aware of the
mathematical methods ... it depends on the purpose, what kind of
information you want to express." Some express that more examples and guides are required in this domain. I6: “The application
of networking metrics [to our node and edge graphs] is one of the
hardest things to do ... the tools don’t support you in deciding what
metrics to use [for analysis]. We had to educate ourselves. It would
be nice if the tool made more suggestions about that.”

4.

MODELLING CHALLENGES

Several modelling challenges are addressed by the interviewees.
First, large data sets are identified as a challenge. I1: “Yes, I
think there is limitation in the modelling large networks. [Our
tools] after certain capacity started slowing down’ [and performing worse]”.
Secondly, interviewees indicate that the visualizations of models typically scale poorly. I4: “These pictures are really messy,
it’s better to group into clusters.” The complaints are in both directions: zooming out is complicated because clustering hides too
much information. Zooming is also hard, because the tools are typically not designed to provide deeper insight into the artefacts and
data that underly the models. I6: “The tools are bad at this too,
I’d like to bore down and zoom in and out. I want to go specifically
deeper into files, I don’t want the boxes bigger, I want to see what’s
inside the boxes. The data that we get is very rich. There’s code inside the files we’re studying.” I6: “[in regards to] visualization we
typically looked at it at a smaller scale for reasons of practicality.”
Thirdly, the interviewees see large data sets as a curse and a
blessing. On the one hand tools deal poorly with them, information
is lost when clustering large data sets, and researchers are forced
to scope their research. I5: “I think we could probably be constraining the ecosystem, even that meaning you only get a partial
view of the ecosystem.” Large data sets are typical for the domain.
Whether it is the thousands of Ruby developers collectively creating software libraries or the more than a million apps in the mobile
app stores: data is relatively freely available. This is useful, because it enables us to “triangulate missing data.” (I1). It must be
noted that although large data sets are available, data about commercial companies is generally seen as hard to obtain. I1 again:
“we invested significant efforts into gathering our data.”
Finally, one particular aspect of modelling that each interviewee expresses interest in but has little experience in, is the study
of ecosystem evolution and dynamics. Researching ecosystems’
development over time is found extremely challenging, especially
when the static views already have plenty to offer. It is suggested
that the tools should be more dynamic: I6: “If the diagrams were
more dynamic, they could be more useful.” Furthermore, it is suggested that ecosystem evolution should be studied over time: I3:
“If you want the concept of evolution in it, you need an analogy
to species, whether that is software or relationships.” I6 agrees
with the use of this: “It would be great if we could show general
visualizations over time.”

5.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper tries to answer basic questions of modelling ecosystems: why model ecosystems, what should be modeled, and how
should it be modeled. The questions are answered in part through
literature study and interviews with publishing authors in the domain. Secondly, a number of challenges of modelling are identi-

fied.
In regards to future work, we plan to develop this preliminary
paper into a research agenda for software ecosystem modelling,
through a further analysis of the results. We aim to do a more extensive analysis of the data, using the topic map as a guideline.
Along the themes found in these topic maps, we intend to create
specific research themes and perform more detailed literature studies in these domains. A final outcome of such a project could be
the development of a shared database for ecosystem data. Furthermore, we are aiming to study (and perhaps) extend ecosystem modelling tools, to assess for which purposes they are most appropriate.
Also, we aim to develop methods and tools for the study of evolving ecosystems over time. Finally, there are opportunities to study
ecosystem boundaries and their effect on study results.
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Table 1: Software Ecosystems Modeling Methods
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Gephi

SmallWorld

Modularity

Google
Apps,
Google Chrome,
Microsoft Office365, Internet
explorer

Size,
Network
density,
Degree
centrality, Centralization, Modularity,
Clustering

Complementors, Applications

Gephi

SmallWorld

Modularity

27,625
contributors, 19,213
articles,
158,271
relations
550
complementors,
1,204 applications, 787
relationships
3,602 complementors,
5,468
applications,
2,683 relationships

Ruby

Data are extracted
from an ecosystem
hub,analyzed

Ruby
nity’s
gem

Commuofficial

Downloads, Yahoo
hits, Size, Lines of
code

Developers, Gems, Relationships

Gephi

Random

-

4,784 Developers,
10,046
Gems,
13,103 Relationships

Google Apps

Data
are
obtained,extracted
into two segments,
visualized

Google
Apps
Marketplace

Size, Density, Centralization, Embeddedness, Eigenvector
centrality, Clustering
coefficient

Complementors, Applications

Gephi

SmallWorld

Modularity

992
complementors,
1341 applications
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analyze

market-

Wiki platforms

Google
crosoft

&

Mi-

Data are compared,
validated,
constructed into three
tiers & visualized

Final
set

data

